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Hare1 and Puri (1989, J. Multivariate Anal. 29) studied the asymptotic behavior 
of the U-statistic and the one-sample rank order statistic for nonstationary 
absolutely regular processes. In this note, we present some applications of these 
results for Markov processes as well as ARMA processes. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Xni, 1 <i< n, n 2 1 be real-valued r.v.3 (random variables) with 
continuous d.f.‘s (distribution functions) F,Jx), XE R, and let F, denote 
the d.f. of the W-valued r.v. (Xnl, . . . . X,,). 
Consider the U-statistic 
(1.1) 
where the summation C{y; extends over all possible 1~ i, < . . . c ik G n 
and g: lRk + R is a Bore1 measurable function which is symmetric in its 
k( > 1) arguments. 
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Consider also the l-sample rank order statistic 9& 
R Lf& = .f c,,s(X,,) J n,m,i ( 1 n>m>l, i=l m+l ’ (1.2) 
where J is a score function, S(X) = sgn(x) and the cni are regression 
constants generated by a continuous function h(x) on [0, 11, 
Cni=h 4 ) l<i<n,n>l, 
0 n 
(1.3) 
where I, , denotes the indicator function. 
In Hare1 and Puri [3], we studied the asymptotic behavior of the 
statistics U(F,) and 9& when the underlying r.v.‘s are nonstationary, 
absolutely regular with rates 
/j(m) = O(m --(*+ 6)/S)) for some 6 > 0 (1.4) 
in the case of the U-statistic (l.l), and 
B(m) = O(w4) (1.5) 
in the case of the l-sample rank statistic (1.2). In this paper, we provide 
applications of some of the results of Hare1 and Puri [3] for some Markov 
processes as well as ARMA processes. 
For the ease of convenience and easy reference we state the two main 
results from Hare1 and Puri [3]. 
THEOREM 1.1 (Convergence of the U-statistic). Let F,,i, j be the d.J of 
(Xni, Xnj), 1 <i< j<n. Suppose that in addition to the assumption (1.4), the 
assumptions (2.6) and (2.7) of Harei and Puri [3] are satisfied, Furthermore, 
assume that for any i, j E N *, with i< j, there exists a continuous d.J Fii on 
[w2 with continuous marginals Fi* and Fj* such that 
lim max 
n-03 l<i<j<n 
lFn,i,j(Xl, xA--F~(xI, ~4 
= 0 for all (x1, x2) E Iw2 (1.6) 
Fc =Fl,j-i+ I forall i< j (1.7) 
and 
k 
I&, 7 -0.3 xk)l’ fl dF(Xj) < MO < Co, 
j=l 
(1.8) 
68313112-7 
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where M,, is some constant > 0 and F = F,* for all i E N * and g is right con- 
tinuous and has left-hand limits (r.c.1.l.) or left continuous and has right-hand 
limits (r.c.r.1.). Then n”*(U(F,) - 8(F,)) converges in law to the normal 
distribution with mean 0 and variance k*ts* if cr* >O, where 8(F,) = 
npckl Cci ,,..., jk~EIo,,~W~g(~l, . . . . x,)~F,,~, . ..dF.,,, where IO,, = (4, . . . . ik); 1 < 
i, # ... #ik <n>, 
g*= 
[, 
8*(x1 3 . . . . 
w  k
-4 fi dF(x,) - e*(F) 
I= I 1 
+2 If [ j-@ g(x*, ---9 Xk) dxktl, -.a> X2k) 
i=2 
x fi dF(x,)-8*(F) < co, 
p=k+2 1 (1.9) 
where e(F) = JRk g(x,, . . . . xk) nf= 1 dF(x,). 
We now assume that F,,i = F,, for any i (1 < i < n). For any real number 
x, define H,(lxl) as H,((xl)=F,,(lxl)- F,,(-[xl). Let F be a d.f. on R and 
define the d.f. H on R+ by H(lxl) = F(lxl)- F( - 1x1). 
For a score function J(u) which is square integrable put 
PL, = PM’,) = j, s(x) JWn(Ixl) df’&). (1.10) 
For h defined in (1.3) put 
P n,m =/in f cni=pn 2 h m G n. 
i=l i=l 
For any sequence of d.f.‘s {F,,; i 2 2) on lR* with margin& F we denote 
+2 f: j” g(x) g(y) dF,Ax, Y) 
1=2 I@ 
if the limit exists, where 
g(x) = JR S(Y) vc,x, <,A, -WA)1 J’W(IYI)~F(Y) 
+ s(x) J(ff(lxl)) - IR 4~) JW(lA) WY). 
(1.12) 
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For every n 2 1, let 
0, for t=O 
V,(t) = (xl,/c - P”,kW29 for t = k/n, k = 1, . . . . n (1.13) 
linearly interpolated, for te [k-l/n, k/n], k= 1, ..,, n, 
where IJ is the positive constant defined in (1.12). 
The proces V,(t) = {V,(t), 0 <t < l} belongs to the space Cr of all 
continuous functions on [0, l] with which we associate the usual uniform 
metric. Then, we have 
THEOREM 1.2 (Convergence of the rank order statistic). Suppose the 
sequence (Xni} is absolutely regular with rate (1.5) and the sequence (F,} 
satisfies the conditions (1.6) and (1.7) of Theorem 1.1. Let J be a scorefunc- 
tion having a bounded second deriuatiue. Zf a2({Fli}) defined by (1.12) is 
strictly positive, then V, defined in (1.13) converges weakly in the uniform 
topology on C, to the process V, = { Vo(t), 0 < t < 1 }, where 
V,,(t) = j-i h(u) dW(u), O<t<l, (1.14) 
and W = ( W(t), 0 < t < 1) is a standard Brownian motion process, and 
u*( {Fu} < 0~). 
2. APPLICATIONS TO MARKOV PROCESSES AND ARMA PROCESSES 
2.1. Markov Processes 
Consider a sequence { Xnj; i E Z} of R-valued processes such that for all 
n E N *, { Xni} is a Markov process with stationary transition probabilities 
P,(x; A), where A E W, g is the Bore1 a-field of R, and x E R. 
Recall that the Markov process is geometrically ergodic if it is ergodic 
and if there exists 0 < pn < 1 such that 
IIKYx;-) -Pn(-)I1 = w3 for all a.s. x E IL!, 
where jI.II denotes the norm of total variation. (pn is called the rate) and 
Pz is the m-step transition probability. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let { Xnj; i E Z } be a Markov process such that for every 
n E N *, (Xvi} is either (a) aperiodic, Harris recurrent, and geometrically 
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ergodic with rates 0 < pn < pO, p,, E (0, 1) or (b) aperiodic and. Doeblin 
recurrent. 
Suppose there exists a probability measure u,, on R and a transition 
probability P,, such that 
~L,~~--co,~1~--,~cIo~~-~~~l~ as n+co (2.1) 
for all XE R; 
P,(x; (-co, Yl)+Po(x; (F-00, Yl) as n-+co (2.2) 
for all (x, y)E IX*. Then for a function g satisfying the conditions of 
Theorem 1.1 and for a U-statistic defined in (1.1 ), the conclusion of 
Theorem 1.1 holds. Also for a score function J having a second bounded 
derivative and the process V, defined in (1.13), the conclusion of Theorem 1.2 
holds. 
Proof: (i) Suppose (a) holds. From Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, we have to 
show that the conditions (1.6) and (1.7) are verified and the sequence (Xni} 
is absolutely regular with the rate (1.4) or (1.5). 
From Nummelin and Tuominen [S], a Markov process which is 
aperiodic, Harris recurrent, and gemetrically ergodic with rates pn, satisfies 
I IIf’IYx;.) -,U.)II ddx) = WC3 w 
From Proposition 1 of Davydov [2] we have 
B(m)= sup j IlK’(x;~)-~~~(.)ll p,(dx) 
nsN* w  
and we deduce that the sequence {Xni} is absolutely regular with a 
geometrical rate p,, which implies (1.4) or (1.5). 
We now show that (1.6) is satisfied. For any n > 1, it can easily be seen 
that the d.f. F,, i, j has the same marginals F,,, say. For any m 2 1, let Pr be 
the m-step transition probability of P,. 
Let G, be the d.f. associated with the probability measure Q,, where 
For any (i, j) E (N *)* with i < j, we consider the d.f. F0 defined by 
Fq = Gjpi. From the definition of F,, it is clear that the marginal d.f.‘s of 
Fij are identical. We denote them by F. 
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Let (x, v) E !R2 be fixed, and note the inequality 
IFn,i,j(x~ V)-Fv(x3 Y)l G IFn,i,j(x9 Y)-Fn(x)Fn(Y)l 
+ IF,(x) - W)l F,(Y) 
+ F(x) II;,(Y) - W)l 
+ I~&? Y) -WI mJ)l. (2.3) 
As the sequence {X,,i> is absolutely regular with the geometrical rate pO, it 
is also strong mixing with the same rate and, from the definition of strong 
mixing, we deduce that V’E > 0 3m, E RJ * such that V( i, j) E (N *)2 with i < j 
and j-iam,, 
IFn,i,jCx, Y)-l;,(X)Fn(.Y)l cAP~G&/4~ (2.4) 
where A is some positive constant, and from (2.1) and (2.2), we also obtain 
I&(x, v) -F(x) fIY)l < E/4. (2.5) 
Now from conditions (2.1) and (2.2), we also deduce that VE > 0 3n, such 
that Vn>n, and V(i, j)E(N*)2 with i< j andj-i<m,, 
IFn,i, j(fx, Y) - Fijtx, Y)l < & (2.6) 
IF,(x) - Ox)l < E/4 (2.7) 
I~AY) - RY)l < E/4. (2.8) 
From (2.3)-(2.5) and (2.7), (2.8) we deduce that Vn 2 n,, V(i, j) E (N*)2 
with i< j and j-iam,,, 
IFq&j(X, .,V)-F,j(X, y)l <E/4+&/4+E/4+E/4=&. (2.9) 
(2.6) and (2.9) yield (1.6). As the d.f. Fil has the same marginals F, we 
obtain (1.7). 
(ii) Suppose (b) holds. F rom Davydov [a], a Markov process is 
Doeblin recurrent and aperiodic is geometrically q-mixing. This implies 
that {Xnl} is also absolutely regular with a geometrical rate. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Consider the process {Xni; ie Z}, where X,,i+ r = 
a’;‘X +a:“‘X nr r+l +a:“)&,+, +ay&;+l .&. + u!$ where the u’s are real num- 
bers &d {si; ie Z} is a white noise with strictly positive density. Then 
Mokkadem [4] has shown that if (u~‘)~ + (a:“))2 E(E~) < 1 and E(sT) < 03, 
then the process (X,,i; i E Z} is geometrically ergodic. 
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If we have 
such that 
VjE { 1, . ..) 5) 3aj E (w 
lim a!“) = a. I 3 “-+CX 
and 
a: + azE(e:) < 1 
then the conditions (2.1) and (2.2) are satisfied and we can apply 
Theorem 2.1. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Consider the process {Xni; ig Z}, where X, i+ i = 
f,txni) + &i+ 1 where the E’S are independent and identically distributed 
random variables with strictly positive density and f,: IL! + Iw is bounded 
and continuous. (This model was studied by Collomb and Doukhan Cl].) 
It is easy to check that this model is Doeblin recurrent and aperiodic and 
we deduce that {Xni; ie Z} is geometrically q-mixing and if fn converges 
simply to a bounded and continuous function fo, we can apply 
Theorem 2.1. 
2.2. ARMA Processes 
Consider a sequence of ARMA processes {Xmi; iE ?I}, n E N*, 
x, i+ 1 = c?‘,“‘x + ii:“)&. nr ,+1+&i (2.10) 
where { .si; iE Z} is a sequence of independent random variables such that 
E(Ei) = 0. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let { X,,i; i E Z > be a sequence of ARMA processes given 
by (2.10). Suppose { Xni> satisfies the conditions: 
(Ed; iE Z} is a sequence of independent and identically dis- 
tributed random variables with strictly positive density; (2.11) 
3(rl,,ii*)E(-1,l)xR (2.12) 
such that 
lim ii$@=d, and lim iir) = dz. 
“-rDZ n-m 
Then for a function g satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1.1 and for a 
U-statistic defined in (1.1) the conclusions of Theorem 1.1 hold. 
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Also for a score function J having a second bounded derivative and for the 
process V, defined in (1.13) the conclusions of Theorem 1.2 hold. 
Proof Particular case of Theorem 2.1. 
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